The Iterated Weakest Link

Security breaches are in the news almost daily, each bigger and more costly than the last. Does this reflect flawed technology, policy, or simply ineptitude? Or, what if allowing some attacks to succeed is entirely rational? Rather than over-invest proactively, companies could wait to observe which attacks work and use this knowledge to better allocate security spending. Here, we describe a model that weighs the merits of such an approach.

The Nature of Attacks

One key insight from information security economics literature\(^1\) is that attackers bent on undermining a system’s security operate strategically. Moreover, information systems are often structured so that a system’s overall security depends on its weakest link.\(^2\)

The most careless programmer in a software firm can introduce a critical vulnerability. Attackers have repeatedly exhibited a knack for identifying ways to bypass a system’s security, even when the designer remains unaware of the particular weakness.

However, systems don’t exist in a vacuum; rather, defenders respond to attacks by plugging known holes. And yet, as soon as defenders fix one flaw, attackers often identify and exploit another. So, a strong dynamic component is at play: attackers find the weakest link, defenders fix the problem, attackers find new holes that are then plugged, and so on, in a pattern that emerges repeatedly. For instance, attackers construct networks of compromised machines (so-called botnets) to pester legitimate users by emitting spam, distributing malware, and hosting phishing Web sites. Attackers concentrate their efforts at the most irresponsible ISPs, moving on to others only after the ISP cleans up its act or shuts down.\(^3,4\) Likewise, technical countermeasures to payment-card fraud have evolved over time, causing fraudsters to adopt new strategies as banks fix old weaknesses. When UK banks migrated from signatures to PIN verification for transactions, in-person retail fraud declined, whereas overseas ATM fraud and card-not-present fraud skyrocketed (see http://cryptome.org/UK-Chip-PIN-07.pdf).

Defenders’ Choice (under Uncertainty)

So, how can we grasp and model this dynamic interaction between attackers and defenders? Simply stated, a defender protects an asset of value against possible threats. He or she can ward off each threat by investing in its corresponding defense. We represent the costs for each defensive countermeasure via an upper triangular matrix and model those costs as independent (off-diagonal values zero), complementary (off-diagonal values negative), or conflicting (off-diagonal values positive). One nice property of arranging the cost matrix in this manner is that for positive off-diagonal elements, decreasing marginal utility of defenses becomes endogenous instead of appearing as an assumption, as in the Gordon–Loeb framework.\(^5\)

Whether interdependent or not, we assume the defender’s costs of implementing countermeasures are known. This is reasonable—security countermeasures such as firewalls and intrusion-detection systems come with a bill. By contrast, it’s much harder for defenders to accurately predict the cost of different attacks in advance. Although they might possess some intuition about the relative difficulty of carrying out the threats, such knowledge could very well be blurred.

To model this uncertainty, we order the threats 1, ..., \(n\) by increasing the attack’s expected cost. By varying the level of uncertainty \(\sigma\) associated with different attacks’ true costs, we can learn a great deal about why security investment often falls short of what technical experts desire. Figure 1a illustrates the role of uncertainty when ordering threats. Under uncertainty, expected and realized costs differ so that threat 4, not threat 3 as expected, is the weakest link if defenses 1 and 2 are in place.

To connect the model to a concrete example, consider the many threats to payment-card security. Figure 1b illustrates. We might reasonably view face-to-face retail
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threats to protect against. The attacker identifies and exploits the weakest link—that is, the threat least costly to him- or herself. Unlike the defender, the attacker is certain of each attack’s cost and doesn’t operate indiscriminately; rather, he or she attacks only when doing so is profitable.

We reach several interesting conclusions on examining the model. In the static case, in which defenders get only one chance to protect a system, increasing uncertainty about which link is weakest causes them to protect more assets, but only up to a point. When uncertainty is too high, defenders don’t know which asset to protect and so choose to protect none. If, instead, we allow for repeated defensive investments in the dynamic case, an uncertain defender will initially protect fewer assets and wait for the attacker to “identify” the weakest links, which the defender can fix in later rounds. So, it can be quite rational to under-invest in security until threats are realized.

Proactive vs. Reactive Security Investment

Our model is “run” in an iterated game: in each round, the defender decides which, if any, of the $n$ threats to protect against. The attacker identifies and exploits the weakest link—that is, the threat least costly to him- or herself. Unlike the defender, the attacker is certain of each attack’s cost and doesn’t operate indiscriminately; rather, he or she attacks only when doing so is profitable.

We reach several interesting conclusions on examining the model. In the static case, in which defenders get only one chance to protect a system, increasing uncertainty about which link is weakest causes them to protect more assets, but only up to a point. When uncertainty is too high, defenders don’t know which asset to protect and so choose to protect none. If, instead, we allow for repeated defensive investments in the dynamic case, an uncertain defender will initially protect fewer assets and wait for the attacker to “identify” the weakest links, which the defender can fix in later rounds. So, it can be quite rational to under-invest in security until threats are realized.

Of course, security countermeasures can require significant capital investment from the outset. When we introduce sunk costs into our model, we find that for moderate levels of uncertainty, such costs raise the proactive protection investment adopted in the dynamic case. We’ve translated our findings about optimal defensive strategies into accepted security indicators, such as return on security investment (ROSI), as Table 1 shows. For moderate levels of uncertainty ($\sigma = 1$), moving from a static to dynamic defense strategy reduces security spending, leading to more observed attacks. However, gross returns increase, too. In fact, security spending is better targeted, over-investment is reduced, and the security investment’s overall efficiency, as measured by the ROSI indicator, improves. Hence, we can draw an alternative interpretation to the omnipresent reports of security breaches in the media: rather than rashly framing them as engineering failures, we might also view breaches as unavoidable side-effects of smart defense strategies that balance the appropriate levels of proactive and reactive security investment.

Investment in countermeasures and, consequently, attack frequency depend fundamentally on the opportunity to defend reactively. When firms must do all security investment proactively, they might simply raise the white flag of surrender if they’re very uncertain ($\sigma \geq 4$) about which threats are likely. Only a staged approach gives these investors an incentive to defend against the most aggressive threats. Given the chance to invest in later rounds, firms choose to protect the assets revealed to be weak, leading to a higher ROSI and reduced attack intensity. (Note that our model identifies the rational response to the private costs defenders face but ignores the public costs insecurity creates. So, whereas it might be narrowly better for some defenders to skimp on security initially, a public-policy
Our proposed economic model explains why and under which conditions security under-investment can be rational, even against known threats for which defenses exist. Unlike other work that explains such under-investment with externalities or misaligned incentives, our model draws solely on uncertainty about where to invest in countermeasures. This result doesn’t contradict or invalidate well-known explanations of market failure. Rather, it complements the picture and highlights that market failure is a sufficient but not necessary cause for security under-investment. Real option frameworks that suggest a “wait-and-see” approach also present the logic of initial security under-investment followed by reactive investment.

To conclude, we believe an iterated weakest-link model accurately captures the challenges of many information security threats today. Our findings suggest a need to reassess conclusions that condemn seemingly lax security practices found in the media. Our model can assist policy makers in reducing negative externalities as consequences (not causes) of insecurity by better predicting situations that hinder proactive investment. The model also helps identify influential factors—notably, uncertainty about attacks—so that firms and managers can derive incentive-based countermeasures.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Security investment indicators.*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal number of defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack intensity (% rounds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on security investment (ROSI; % security spending)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal number of proactive defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack intensity (% rounds)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Asset value = US$1 million, return on asset = 5%, loss given attack = $25 000, n = 25, minimum expected cost of attack = $15,000, gradient of attack cost = $1,000.
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